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THE 70:20:10 FRAMEWORK
More and more businesses are adopting 70:20:10 to help build organizational strength.
However, a question often posed is whether the approach is a theory of workplace learning, a way
of cutting down on training costs, or a mantra to be followed slavishly.
Alternatively, is 70:20:10 simply ‘old wine in new bottles’ given that most Learning and
Development (L&D) professionals think they already combine learning and work?
Some ask ‘why bother with 70:20:10 at all’?
Additionally, ‘what is it with this neat formula - 70, 20, 10’? People are suspicious of nice round
numbers. Surely the reality of learning and performing is much too complex to be described in
terms of simple ratios?
Despite all these criticisms, there’s a worldwide movement of L&D professionals who realize and
acknowledge the value of 70:20:10.
This is not because it’s a mantra, an ideology or an end in itself, but because it enables them to
connect more quickly and effectively to what really matters: learning and performing at the speed
of business. Their work isn’t just about providing formal learning solutions. By using 70:20:10 as a
reference model, more and more L&D professionals are co-creating solutions with their business
colleagues.
This ‘movement’ and new way of working with 70:20:10 makes L&D more relevant to their
organizations.
SUPPORTING PERFORMANCE WITH 70:20:10
When examining the potential of 70:20:10, the starting point for our thinking should be the
question:

“Is it possible to improve the performance of people
and organizations by using this reference model?”

On the first view, this may not seem an original question. People have been trying for decades
to measure the return and business impact of various L&D approaches. However, we know that
a positive return and business impact will never be achieved simply by offering a catalogue of
formal training and eLearning solutions, so it makes sense to think about other ways in which
L&D can add value for organizations.
We argue this is possible by using 70:20:10 as a framework for action, and by designing an
optimal mix of formal and informal solutions align with this model.
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70:20:10 describes the way high performers achieve their levels as being roughly 70 parts
learning through learning by working, roughly 20 parts through learning from and with colleagues
and others, and roughly 10 parts through formal learning and other formal processes.
A key factor to consider is that 70:20:10 requires a change in mindset for L&D. Instead of relying
solely on learning to achieve business results, it shifts the emphasis towards performing for
business results. It highlights the original purpose of the HR and L&D professions, which is to help
people and organizations to do their jobs better.
This doesn’t happen on its own. This major shift also requires HR and L&D professionals to apply
new sets of roles and tasks if a change is to happen.
THE NEED FOR NEW ROLES
The current roles in most L&D functions are primarily educational and focused on designing,
developing and delivering formal learning or development solutions (the ‘10’).
To deliver effective 70:20:10 outputs, L&D teams will be required to take on totally new sets of
processes, roles, and tasks. These changes are essential to effectively use 70:20:10 principles and
support business performance.
The overview of the new roles described here demonstrates how 70:20:10 has the potential to
make L&D professionals and their L&D departments more effective in preparing for the future in
alignment with business strategy.
In this paper, we focus on the first three roles of our 70:20:10 framework; the Performance
Detective, the Performance Architect, and the Performance Master Builder.

PERFORMANCE DETECTIVE

PERFORMANCE ARCHITECT

PERFORMANCE TRACKER

PERFORMANCE GAME CHANGER

PERFORMANCE MASTER BUILDER
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THE PERFORMANCE DETECTIVE: ALIGNING
WITH THE BUSINESS AND ORGANIZATION STRATEGY
The Performance Detective role analyzes performance problems in a systematic way. This
involves carrying out business, performance and influence analysis whose outcomes provide the
input for the Performance Architect.
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The Performance Detective doesn’t analyze training needs. This role analyzes business and
performance needs. This is the main reason the role of the Performance Detective is the starting
point of the 70:20:10 framework. It is to align L&D focus with the core business.
The work of the Performance Detective is not to identify learning needs, but to enable
organizational performance improvement.
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“Human performance improvement is quite simple, though over the years
we’ve made it more complicated than necessary. It is time to uncomplicate
the process and teach more managers and L&D professionals the art and science
of being a Performance Detective.”
Dennis Mankin. Performance Detective

An expert Performance Detective, Dennis Mankin recommends a straightforward set of processes
for Performance Detective success:
THE PERFORMANCE ARCHITECT: DESIGNING THE 100
The Performance Architect co-creates prototypes that solve individual and organizational
performance problems. He or she ‘designs for the 100’ using a set of agile principles.
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The 70:20:10 design process is a way of creating projects and solutions with business impact that
support working and learning in a meaningful and effective way.
This requires thinking from the viewpoint of the whole (the 100) and not from the separate parts
(the 70, 20 or 10).
WHAT IS THE 100?
The Performance Architect designs the entire 70:20:10 solution. This forms a solid base for a
holistic approach and prevents silo thinking within the 10, 20 or 70 or simply solutioneering within
the 10.
Designing for the 100 is comparable to an architect designing the framework of the house
first and then the details of individual rooms, rather than trying to design each individual room
separately and then attempting to fit them all together.
THE PERFORMANCE ARCHITECT: THE IMPORTANCE OF WORKING IN THE RIGHT ORDER
It is important for the Performance Architect not to fall into the trap of designing and developing
the 10 or 20 parts first and then the whole.
If an architect begins by designing the bathroom and the rest of the house later, then the final
structure is likely to be less optimal than if the design is developed holistically.
Working from the 100 gives you a clear picture of the shapes of the 70, 20 and 10 and how they
will interlink.
THE PERFORMANCE MASTER BUILDER: THE 70 AND PERFORMANCE SUPPORT
The Performance Master Builder role uses the critical tasks identified by the Performance
Detective as a starting point. The Master Builder then co-creates effective solutions based on the
Performance Architect’s design.
The Performance Master Builder uses standardized processes and checklists to bring together
resources and tasks to achieve an effective, fully developed solution as the outcome.
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FROM COURSES TO RESOURCES: ONLINE RESOURCES FOR ALL
Starting with the 70 provides opportunities to develop alternative solutions to the course
catalogue.
Designing the 70 with a mindset focused on resources rather than courses, and with access
rather than the need to memorize, results in extending learning services well beyond the 10.
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This approach has several advantages:
• Easier scalability
• Increased ability to make flexible, real-time adjustments
• Greater connection to business needs
• Ability to provide easy access to curated content based on reliable, selective and relevant
information to support working and learning
The most important difference between a focus on resources and a focus on courses is the
emphasis being not primarily on learning, but on performance support closer to the point of
need in the workplace.
Resource-based approaches can also make it possible to organise structured certified training
more effectively and to support formal learning and improve formal evaluation results.
THE INCREASED FOCUS ON TASKS
organizations achieve results only when the right tasks are performed in the right way. A task is a
set of interrelated activities that make it possible to achieve a predetermined result.
Tasks determine the connection between the desired results, how work is done, how the results
are achieved and what performance standards apply. Tasks determine how teams divide up work
and seek to achieve quality of output, so they are a logical starting point for designing 70:20:10
solutions.
They are also a means of performance support, which is beneficial to the 70 and enables
workplace learning, which is the core of 70:20:10.
PERFORMANCE SUPPORT
If you provide people in the workplace with the knowledge and information they need to do
their jobs, will they need training? Gloria Gery answered this rhetorical question in 1991 with
an emphatic ‘no’. Gery points out that providing knowledge within the workflow leads to fewer
mistakes, higher productivity and faster acquisition of skills. However, it has taken decades for
the importance of performance support and other workflow-based approaches to be recognized
within the L&D world.
PERFORMANCE SUPPORT IS NOT THE ONLY WAY TO IMPLEMENT 70:20:10
There is a certain confusion about the role of performance support.
Performance Support is not the only way to support or implement the 70 in 70:20:10. The 70
involves much broader, more holistic, opportunities and approaches.
Challenges such as stretch assignments, opportunities to increase spans of control, apply
reflective practices, special assignments and many other actions carried out within the flow of
work can also be utilised as part of the 70 within a 70:20:10 solution.
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PERFORMANCE, NOT LEARNING
Above all, 70:20:10 is not simply a solution box to support learning.
Using the five new roles in our 70:20:10 approach, and applying new processes and new tasks
within those roles, will result in the improvement of performance aligned with organizational
strategy and business needs.
This will result in supporting high performance instead of supporting learning.
With 70:20:10, L&D can become capable of demonstrating business value instead of just learning
value.
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ABOUT THE 70:20:10 INSTITUTE
The 70:20:10 Institute has been established in response to widespread international demand for
information about what the 70:20:10 model involves and how it can be used.
The Institute is open, collaborative and inclusive in nature. It works collaboratively with
organizations across the world to help exploit the potential of 70:20:10 as a robust approach
that strengthens and aligns learning and development (L&D) with organizational performance
needs. It achieves this through 70:20:10 expert programmes, 70:20:10 Introductory Programmes,
publications, and through a set of resources made available for use by business partners and
organizations using 70:20:10 to improve learning and performance.
ABOUT THE 70:20:10 EXPERT PROGRAMME
The 70:20:10 Expert programme has been developed for organizations and individuals who need
to develop expertise in designing and developing 70:20:10 solutions.
The programme, designed along 70:20:10 principles, extends over a 6-month period and results
in certification by the 70:20:10 Institute. The programme includes two face-to-face masterclasses
and requires participants to apply 70:20:10 principles and practices in their workplace.
ABOUT THE BOOK: 70:20:10 TOWARDS 100% PERFORMANCE
This book, which explains 70:20:10 and the five new roles, is available from the 70:20:10 Institute
or on Amazon. It has been positively reviewed as the best book on the subject.
This HR book is a work of art, with illustrations and gallery-quality photographs on nearly every
page. And the substance matches the style. In collaboration with more than a dozen learning
innovators from Europe and North America, learning experts Jos Arets, Charles Jennings and
Vivian Heijnen offer the ultimate guide to implementing learning programs according to the
70:20:10 model.
ABOUT DOCEBO
Docebo is a SaaS Learning Management System (LMS) used in more than 80 countries and 30
languages. Established in 2005, Docebo offers learner-centric technology for companies and
their employees, partners and customers that is embraced for its ease of use and ability to blend
coaching with social and formal learning.
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WE WANT YOU TO SUCCEED IN YOUR JOURNEY TOWARDS IMPLEMENTING
NEW LEARNING MODALITIES.

Understanding the role of strategy in implementing 70:20:10 goes hand in hand
with learning how to utilize technology to make it all happen effectively.

Take a no-commitment, no-cost, 14-day trial with Docebo today to learn how
technology can enable 70:20:10, as well as social and informal learning within
a cloud-based LMS platform. Try it today!

START YOUR FREE TRIAL

For more information, visit www.docebo.com
www.facebook.com/Docebo
twitter.com/docebo
www.linkedin.com/company/docebo-srl
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